by Kevin Cunningham, Diane Halsall, and Michael Petraglia

Archaeologist John Rutherford guides stu
dents through a tour of the Hickory Bluff
excavation in Dover, as part of a carefully
planned public relations campaign.

1hey

came in trickles and streams to the Hickory Bluff dig in Dover,
Delaware - school kids, Boy and Girl Scouts, parents, retirees, home
makers, politicians, reporters. They toured the pre-Columbian site, talked
to archaeologists and even tried their hand at excavation.
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Thousands of planned and
lUlplanned visitors worked at least
briefly during the IO-month project,
and most went home as enthusiastic
fans of the past and of our efforts to
preserve it.
Archaeological sites contain infor
mation about our collective heritage
as a people, community, and country.
When people, yOlUlg or old, lUlder
stand this, they develop a sense of
ownership and responsibility. By
demonstrating that visitors / vollUl
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teers can be an important part of
uncovering this heritage, archaeolo
gists empower the public with an
active interest in the past. Allowing
them to excavate in a supervised,
hands-on manner, and to offer their
interpretations, solidifies this rela
tionship. People come to care about
the site.
Archaeologists working large sites
and small arolUld the world are dis
covering the value of public educa
tion - and old-fashioned public rela

tions. In Delaware, we've elevated it
to a carefully planned and integral
part of our work.
Archaeology fascinates the public:
People want to know what archaeolo
gists are finding in their neighbor
hoods and who lived long ago on the
place they call home.
Tapping into that fascination with
a broad-based public outreach pro
gram can accomplish much more
than just giving folks a nifty trip to an
archaeological site. An informed
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appreciation for the past among the other states, beneath roadways, shop
the Delaware Department of
public, the press and government ping malls, and subdivisions.
Transportation, and the media from
the beginning have been of enormous
Delaware, one of the smallest
officials can translate into greater
support for the tax dollars that states, has witnessed some of the
help in spreading the word that the
finance so much archaeological
largest-scale excavations of prehiS past is worth preserving.
research in the United States.
toric sites in the country. These wideFor most people, archaeology
Federal and state
means little more than
transportation agencies
the pyramids and mum
are the number-one
mies they see on televi
Archaeologists working large
sion. Few Delaware resi
sponsors of American
dents are aware of the
archaeology. Through
sites and small around the world
wealth of archaeological
out the country, these
evidence
in their state,
agencies routinely hire
are discovering the value of pub
and when they learn of it
professionals to study
planned roadways for
- on local radio or televi
lic education - and old-fashioned
cultural resources before
sion, in newspapers or
bulldozers plow over
magazines - their inter
public relations. In Delaware,
est is piqued.
the ancient evidence.
Delaware is no excep
The recent Hickory
we've elevated it to a carefully
tion. Backed by cultural
Bluff excavation is an
example of the effort.
preservation laws, the
planned part of our work.
Major excavations were
state Department of
performed
for
10
Transportation over the
ranging excavations help us track months at the five-acre site on the east
past 20 years has supported hun
the changing cultures through the bank of the St. Jones River in the cap
dreds of archaeological surveys that
located and preserved or excavated course of prehistory, from mobile,
ital city of Dover. More than 100,000
thousands of prehistoric sites. Most hunter-gatherers to semi-sedentary artifacts were recovered and 300
sites are avoided or protected, while groups that added cultivated crops cooking hearths, pits, and possible
residences were excavated, with a
those facing imminent destruction
to their diets.
are excavated. Without such active
Incorporating public education probable age of about 6,000 years ago.
Building on local, regional and
official support, much of Delaware's into these archaeological undertak
past would disappear, as in some ings has been going on for years at national models, we designed the
successful public outreach campaign
for the Hickory Bluff site to include
three primary initiatives, each one
feeding into and branching out from
the others.
The first initiative involved dis
patching archaeologists to speak at
schools, scouting events, career fairs,
senior centers, and Native American
gatherings. These visits not only edu
cated people about archaeology, but
also advertised the site.
Then the public was invited to visit
and even dig at the site, which was
opened to the public daily. A desigA Delaware archaeologist plots the location
of artifacts excavated at the Silo Pit at the
lums Pond pre-Columbian site. The dig,
which dates to about 850 B.C., has been
popular with the public.
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Archaeologist Joelle Browning gives school
children their first taste of archaeology at
the lums Pond site, where older students
(boltom) also work at the excavation.
Thousands of visitor/volunteers sampled the
archaeological process as part of Delaware's
popular outreach program.

nated greeter, equipped with an inter
active site tour, was always present
during visiting hours.
After a press release was distrib
uted early in the public campaign, the
site was continually visited by print
and broadcast reporters who spread
the word statewide.
For the third initiative, brochures,
educational activities, bulletins, inter
active learning tools, and other easily
understood materials were devel
oped for different age groups and
interest levels. They were distributed
at almost every forum imaginable.
t the Hickory Bluff site, visits
by school and other groups,
as well as unscheduled
drop-ins, were a regular occurrence.
A similar protocol was followed
with all of them. A colorful, interac
tive display was erected close to the
site entrance, giving visitors an obvi
ous place to convene. Site orienta
tions of 15 to 20 minutes were pre
sented there by a designated archae
ologist. Field archaeologists volun
teered for this assignment and rotat
ed the responsibility.
The display area included a repre
sentative sample of artifacts visitors
might encounter. The artifacts were
displayed in secured cases, with the
designated archaeologist responsible
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for keeping a continual
eye on them.
An effective way to
educate visitors to the
importance of exercis
ing great care at the site
is to explain the nature
of "context." Simple
analogies help
the
uninitiated capture the
meaning: for example,
compare the locations of
artifacts to evidence at a
crime scene, such as
footprints and a smok
ing gun. If the evidence
was moved or hidden,
the detectives will have
a hard time figuring out
what really happened.
A talk on safety was
delivered at the end of
the orientation so it would remain
fresh in the minds of visitors, particu
larly young people. Visitors were
instructed not to run, never to enter a
unit unless invited by an archaeolo
gist, and never to attempt to use a
tool they had not been asked to use.
It is always important to explain
why archaeologists do things the way
they do; if people understand the
rationale, they are more likely to
remember the instructions.

After the orientation, visitors were
given a site tour and then offered an
opportunity to dig. They were
matched with archaeologists, usually
on a 4-to-2 ratio. Typically, one
archaeologist would supervise the
digging of two visitors, while two
others, supervised by another archae
ologist, would screen the excavated
soil for artifacts.
Through resourceful coordination
of activities and maintaining a careful
Discovering Archaeology
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watch over visitors at all times, site
damage was virtually nonexistent.
Now we are developing an interac
tive website for the public and profes

for teachers and students.
In addition, as part of our out
reach efforts, we are developing
"Internet reports" - living docu-

The public is a largely untapped resource,
and by including them in archaeological
planning and projects, we are in effect
contributing to conservation of the past.
sionals. The Archaeology of Delaware
site pulls together 20 years of
research, offering an overview of the
state's prehistory and history, a listing
of professional reports and publica
tiOIlS, and lesson plans and materials
An aerial view shows the excavation in
progress at Delaware's Lums Pond archaeo
logical site.

ments no longer tucked away in
some obscure archive.
We plan to make the Hickory Bluff
artifact catalog and site grid available
to anyon-line computer user. These
users can analyze the data sets, dis
play graphs, tables, maps, and photo
graphs, and compare our artifact cat
alog to other site assemblages. The

goal is a resource that is understand
able and useful to many people,
induding non-archaeologists.
The public is a largely untapped
resource, and by including them in
archaeological planning and projects,
we are in effect contributing to con
servation of the past. Public outreach
in Delaware has paid both hidden
and obvious dividends, from increas
ing public support for archaeology to
instilling in young people an interest
in their own cultural heritage.
In our increasingly technological
society, where cultural and natural
resources too often are being treat
ed as afterthoughts, archaeology
can be an invaluable link not only to
the past, but to the environment of
the future. 0
KEVlN CUNNINGHAM is an archaeologist for
the Delaware DeparlJnent of Transportation;
DIANE HALSALL and MICHAEL PETRAGUA
are with Parsons, an intemational environmental
and cultural resource management finn.
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HOW WE DESIGNED IT
The 2001 Delaware Archaeology Month committee asked archaeologists from the Cultural
Resource Department of Parsons Engineering Science to design the Delaware Archaeology
Month poster. The committee recommended that the theme of the poster should center on the
recent excavations conducted on Native American sites. A volunteer poster group was formed
at Parsons to discuss this issue and to consider how best to portray this topic.
The past few years have witnessed an increased level of discussion between archaeologists
and Native Americans on the national level and in the State of Delaware. Therefore, it was
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reasoned that a poster which combined Native American and archaeological symbols and
perspectives would be appropriate. Our poster committee thought that this integrated
approach would be especially fitting since both groups have a deep appreciation and respect
for the past. Additionally, this combined theme would symbolically recognize the need to
continue the push for increased interactions and partnerships.
The design of the 2001 poster has been stimulated by our interactions with Native Americans
and a broader reading of the anthropological and historic literature. This poster takes certain
elements from these sources, and recombines them in an overall design. This poster is meant
to accentuate positive aspects of learning about the past, enriching our communities with
greater historic knowledge, and gaining a better appreciation for America’s and Delaware’s
indigenous cultures.
The 2001 Delaware Archaeology Month poster therefore is designed in the spirit of
cooperation, harmony and mutual understanding. We hope that members of the general public
will enjoy the design and find some inspiration in it!
[back to the top]

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
The Circle:
A number of elements in this poster—the artifacts, the quote, and the sun—are all
purposefully chosen and deliberately set in a circular arrangement.
The circle is an ancient symbol that is frequently found in material culture and art work
throughout the world. The circle motif often is used by Native American cultures and Eastern
Algonquian tribes, appearing in sacred inscriptions, signs, and in ceremonial architecture. The
concept of the circle often is used in oral teachings as a metaphor for explaining the universe,
supernatural forces, life cycles, spiritual harmony, and community union.
A quote by Black Elk (1863-1950), holy man of the Oglala Sioux is particularly suitable in this
context:
You have noticed that everything an Indian does is in a
circle, and that is because the Power of the World always
works in circles, and everything tries to be round.
Everything the Power of the World does is done in a circle.
The sky is round, and I have heard that the earth is round
like a ball, and so are all the stars. The wind, in its greatest
power, whirls. Birds make their nest in circles, for theirs is
the same religion as ours. The sun comes forth and goes
down again in a circle. The moon does the same, and both
are round. Even the seasons form a great circle in their
changing, and always come back again to where they were.
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The life of a man is a circle from childhood to childhood, and
so it is in everything where power moves.
Quote from Black Elk Speaks: Being the Life Story of a Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux. By
Nicholas Black Elk, as told through John G. Neihardt, 2000, page 150. University of Nebraska
Press, Lincoln.
[back to the top]
Color and Direction Symbolism:
The poster incorporates a number of colors—including white, yellow, black and red—which are
commonly used by many Native American tribes today. The poster incorporates a direction to
the colors, white to north, yellow to east, black to south, and red to the west, as well as a
contrasting color format—yellow against black. The particular artifact colors and directions
used in this poster were inspired and based on those used by the Nanticoke Indian tribe of
Delaware.
Color is a powerful visual medium in past and present cultures. Color often is used by societies
and individuals to convey both deliberate and hidden social and religious messages—whether
in spiritual teachings, art, food, clothing, or bodily adornment. Color may have many meanings
according to tribe and particular contexts, and it may be used to evoke emotional or physical
meanings. For example, the color red may have meanings such as triumph, power, or life
blood, whereas white may be taken as a sign for conveying serenity, light, winter, or snow.
Directionality and color are often intertwined and associated with one another, and can be
symbolic of different deities, powers, and sacred locations. Across Native American societies of
the eastern seaboard, the eastward direction and counter-clockwise right-side rotations are
associated with life and light. Conversely the westward direction, clockwise and left rotations
are sometimes associated with death. Hence major deities are thought to dwell in the west
and souls of the deceased travel in that direction.
An underlying message of color as used in this poster is to recognize the diversity of human
races, while promoting harmony, unity, and communication among all peoples.
[back to the top]
Cosmology, Cycle of Death and Rebirth:
Humans have always been fascinated with cosmos, or the order and harmony of the universe,
to understand the complex interdependence of man and the natural world. Observation of the
sky and the movement of the planets and stars is a common denominator in many Native
American cultures, and it is often used to understand human experience.
The poster illustrates the duality of night and day through use of its black background and its
sunburst patterns. The black is meant to convey darkness, symbolic of human ignorance,
misunderstandings, and the need to find light. The sunburst is symbolic of rebirth,
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regeneration, and the dawn of a new day. The white in the center of the sun may be taken as
the center of all things, and the place where all natural and human realms can be taken as
one. In this sense, the sunburst and its central core represents the need for both Native
Americans and archaeologists to come together, find their paths, and work together to build
common ground, as has been nicely described in these new books:
Swidler, N., K. Dongoske, R. Anyon, and A.S. Downer (editors)
1997 Native Americans and Archaeologists: Stepping Stones to Common Ground. Altamira
Press, Walnut Creek.
Dongoske, K.E., M. Aldenderfer, and K. Doehner (editors)
2000 Working Together: Native Americans and Archaeologists. Society for American
Archaeology, Washington D.C.
[back to the top]
Quote Attribution:
The quote used on the poster is attributed to Big Thunder, a Penobscot tribal Chief in the state
of Maine. Chief Big Thunder is said to have remarked:
The Great Spirit is in all things, he is in the air we breathe.
The Great Spirit is our Father, but the Earth is our Mother.
She nourishes us, that which we put into the ground, she
returns to us.
Spoken by an eastern seaboard Algonquin Chief, this particular quote struck poster committee
members as particularly relevant to those of us who excavate sites, recover artifacts and
material remains, and try to learn as much as possible about past cultures. Big Thunder’s
quote is also an excellent example of the continuous cycle that we have described in the circle.
Big Thunder’s quote frequently appears in books devoted to Native American spirituality or
quotes. It may be found on numerous Internet sites, for example Ani Wa Ya, Earth Healing
Prayers. For a photograph of Big Thunder, see the University of Maine Hudson Museum. An
excellent historical article on Big Thunder is "Chief Big Thunder (1827-1906): The Life History
of a Penobscot Trickster", by Harald E.L. Prins, Maine History, Vol. 37, No. 3, 1998, pp. 140158.
[back to the top]
State Route 1 Artifacts:
Five projectile points, or as they are commonly called, "arrowheads" and "spear points", are
depicted in the poster. To Native Americans, rocks are symbols of Mother Earth, and signs of
everlasting and indestructible forces. Stone artifacts, in fact, are the most frequently recovered
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objects from archaeological sites.
The projectile points displayed on the poster were recovered during recent excavations in
advance of construction of the State Route 1 road corridor. The points were from the Smyrna
to Pine Tree Corners road segment in New Castle County, and the Puncheon Run Connector
road corridor in Dover, Kent County.
The points generally fall into common styles which range from time periods referred to as
Early and Middle Woodland, or from 3,000 to 1,000 years ago (1000 B.C. to 1000 A.D.). The
points were fashioned from chert and quartz materials, which naturally occur as cobbles and
pebbles in streams. Native Americans procured these natural gravels and skillfully chipped
them into a variety of stone tools.
z

z

z

The black and white points are from the Frederick Lodge site, in New Castle County. The
Frederick Lodge site was a vast 30-acre site, and among its hallmarks was the
excavation of an occupation dating to about 8,000 B.C., a period that is not well-known
in Delaware history.
The tan point, which is repeated several times, is from the Sandom Branch site, in New
Castle County. The Sandom Branch site was a well-preserved site which contained a
number of hearths, stone tools, and pottery dating to the Late Woodland, or from about
1,000 to 500 years ago.
The red and yellow points are from the Hickory Bluff site, in Kent County, on the south
edge of Dover. Large-scale excavations were conducted at the Hickory Bluff site. The site
is considered one of the most impressive site excavations in Delaware. The site
contained numerous pit and hearth features and over 85,000 stone tools and pottery.

These artifacts, and the results of the State Route 1 site excavations, will be published in the
Delaware Department of Transportation Archaeology Series. The series is found in
many community libraries throughout the state.
For further information on the different periods of Native American archaeology and on the
projectile point types that may be found in Delaware, see "A Guide to Prehistoric Arrowheads
and Spear Points of Delaware", by Jay Custer, 1996. (Find ordering information for the
printed guide here.)
[back to the top]

POSTER SPONSORS
A number of organizations—a professional and amateur society, two state agencies, and six
Cultural Resource Management firms--contributed to the financial support of this poster.
Archaeological fieldwork, laboratory work, and research are on-going in the state of Delaware.
Many archaeological projects are conducted under the umbrella of "Cultural Resource
Management", which has a goal to identify, evaluate, and excavate sites prior to construction
activities.
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The 2001 Delaware Archaeology Month Committee thanks all of these organizations for their
generous support.
The archaeological activities of these organizations may be found on their respective web
sites.
Archaeological Society of Delaware
Delaware Department of Transportation
Delaware Division of Historical and Cultural Affairs
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Hunter Research, Inc.
John Milner Associates, Inc.
MAAR Associates, Inc.
McCormick, Taylor and Associates, Inc.
The Louis Berger Group, Inc.
[back to the top]

POSTER DESIGN CREDITS
The poster design was created by members of the Cultural Resource Management Department
at Parsons Engineering Science, Inc. . Volunteers included Elizabeth Crowell, Phenix Hall,
Susan Hathaway, Dennis Knepper, Randall Patrick, Michael Petraglia, and Carter Shields. For
further information on the poster design or its contents, contact Michael Petraglia, 703-2181084.
The 2001 Delaware Archaeology Month Committee thanks Parsons Engineering Science, Inc.,
and all its hardworking volunteers for this creative, thoughtful design.
[back to the top]

Delaware Archaeology Month 2004 is partially funded by a grant from the Delaware Humanities Forum, a state program of the National Endowment for the
Humanities, and sponsored by a committee of the Archaeological Society of Delaware, partnered with professional and avocational archaeologists living and/ or
working in Delaware, and concerned about preserving Delaware's rich heritage of archaeological sites. Contact Cherie Dodge, 302-739-5685, for further information.
The committee includes members from the Archaeological Society of Delaware, City of Wilmington Department of Planning, Delaware Department of
Transportation, Delaware Division of Historical and Cultural Affairs, Delaware State Parks, Delaware State Historic Preservation Office, Delaware State Museums,
GAI Consultants, Inc., Gannett Fleming, Inc., Greenbank Mill Associates, Inc., Hunter Research, Inc., Iron Hill Museum of the Delaware Academy of Science, John
Milner Associates, Inc., MAAR Associates, Inc., McCormick, Taylor and Associates, Inc., Preservation Delaware, Inc., The Louis Berger Group, Inc., Thunderbird
Archeological Associates, Inc., University of Delaware Department of Anthropology, and USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service. This celebration of the
past would not be possible without the generous participation of the speakers, festival volunteers, and sponsors.
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This site is maintained by the Delaware State Historic Preservation Office. Contact Mary Harper if you have comments, additions, or corrections for this site.
Copyright 2001. Last Updated: 03/08/04
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